Tim Sebastian
Author, Journalist and Former Presenter of BBC's HARDtalk

Tim Sebastian is the chairman of The New Arab Debates, currently broadcast and distributed worldwide on Deutsche Welle TV. The
award-winning former BBC foreign correspondent was the first presenter of HARDtalk, BBC World's daily half-hour interview programme.
"The man with all the questions" BB

In detail

Languages

Tim holds a BA Honours degree in modern languages from

He presents in English and also speaks Russian and German.

Oxford University. Based in Warsaw from 1979, he became the
BBC's Europe Correspondent in 1982. Two years later he went to

Want to know more?

Moscow. In 1989 he moved to Washington where he was based

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

until 1989. Tim was the founder and chairman of The Doha

could bring to your event.

Debates which were broadcast across the globe on BBC World
News from 2004 until 2012. In 1982, he was awarded the British

How to book him?

Academy of Film and Television Arts 'Richard Dimbleby Award'.

Simply phone or e-mail us.

In 2000 and 2001 he won Britain's prestigious Royal Television
Society Interviewer of the Year Award.

Publications

What he offers you

1998

With a wealth of knowledge of current and world affairs and
having met and interviewed thousands of people, few are better

Ultra
1997

qualified than Tim Sebastian to talk in depth and knowledgeably

War Dance

about the current economic and political landscape. Tim is also an

1996

excellent host and his skills as a conference moderator are

Saviour's Gate

unparalleled.

Special Relations
1995

How he presents

Last Rights

A meticulous interviewer, speaker and moderator Tim is

1994

renowned for his in depth preparation, relaxed style and

The Memory Church

professional approach.

1993
Exit Berlin

Topics

1990

Middle East - Why Isis Matters

Spy Shadow

Democracy - Failing Experiment
America - Is Trump a Beginning or an End?
Free Market Dictatorships - Is That Where the World is Headed?
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